Financial Reporting
Standard (FRS) 116 Leases

FRS 116 –
An introduction
The Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASB), International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) and the Accounting Standards
Council (ASC) of Singapore have embarked
on ushering in a new era of lease accounting.
A new leasing standard is expected to bring
about a paradigm shift in the accounting and
recognition of leases by lessees.
In June 20196, ASC issued FRS 116, Leases with
effect from 01 January 2019.
For investors and analysts, FRS 116 on Leases will
enhance the comparability of balance sheets of
companies that borrow to buy assets with those
that lease assets. For lessees’ balance sheet, while
eliminating the classification of a lease as operating
or finance lease, FRS 116 will result in an increase
in assets (via a right-of-use assets concept) and
corresponding increase in financial liabilities. On
the P&L side, the straight-lined lease expense will
be replaced by a depreciation charge and interest
expense, resulting in a year-on-year fluctuation in
profitability. It is expected that FRS 116 will facilitate
better capital allocation by enabling better credit
and investment decision-making by both investors
and companies.
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Overview of key impact
Topic

FRS 116

New definition of lease

Step 1: Identified asset
• Explicitly specified in the contract
• Can also be identified by being implicitly implied

Lessee accounting model

• Single lease accounting model
• All leases on-balance sheet
Lessee recognises a right of use asset and lease liability, right of use asset is treated as the purchase of an asset
on financed basis

Lessor accounting model

There are no substantial changes to lessor accounting as compared to FRS 17

Statement of financial
position (lessee)

•

Statement of comprehensive
income (lessee)

•

Statement of cash flows
(lessee)

Lease payments presented as ‘cash flow from financing activities’, resulting in higher ‘cash flow from
operations’

•

•

Recognition of the right of use asset and a corresponding lease liability resulting an increase in the amount
recognised for financial liabilities and assets
Impact on debt-equity ratios
De-recognition of operating lease charges and recognition of depreciation and finance costs would
positively impact EBIT and EBITDA
Recognition of depreciation on right of use assets and unwinding of finance costs on lease liabilities result in
higher costs being recognised during the beginning of the lease term

Impact on lessee’s balance sheet

1

2

Step 2: Right to control
• Customer substantially has all the economic
benefits and
• The right to direct use of identified asset

3
Years

Impact on lessee’s profit and loss

4

Asset

5

Liability

1

2
Interest

3
Years

4

Depreciation

5
Cash outflow

Transitional requirements

Typical impact of transition options

• Entities are not required to re-assess existing lease
contracts on date of initial application
• Full retrospective approach is optional. Lessee can
elect to apply simplified approach and not restate
comparative information
–– Simplified approach (A): Liability is set up on the
date of transition, while value of asset is computed
retrospectively
–– Simplified approach (B): Asset is setup as equal
to liability on date of transition

Simplified approach (A)
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Reduction in net-worth
on date of transition

Asset

Liability

In aggregate lower
expense in P&L post
transition

Simplified approach (B)
No effect on net-worth
on date of transition

Initially, higher expense
in P&L post transition
and subsequently lower

Grant Thornton differentiators:
FRS 116 implementation
We handhold in transition process for first time reporting, along with assistance in preparation and designing of disclosure and
computational templates, to achieve smooth transition to the new lease accounting model under FRS 116.
Grant Thornton understands the priorities and thus offers a four-stage solution:

Diagnostic
review
• Key differences
between existing
practices and FRS
116

Process and
template design
• Design input
templates

• Assessment of
reporting processes

• Application of Grant
Thornton’s leasing
tool for automated
computations

• Advising on choices
upon transition

• Process flow
documents

Quantify and
report
• Technical memos
for existing lease
database
• Transitional and first
reporting impact
• Updated financial
statements and
disclosures

Ongoing
support
• Review of accounting
entries
• Future process
development using
checklists and
templates
• Classroom trainings
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Technology solutions for automation:
Reporting tools
A customised accounting tool developed by Grant Thornton, shall be utilised. The tool can be customised for the client’s needs.

Functional illustrations
Data input for numerous lease contracts

Maintenance of lease database

Smart analytics and provision for customised reports

Computing lease accounting adjustments as per Ind AS 116
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Contact us
To find out more, please visit www.grantthornton.sg or contact any of our offices as mentioned below:

Timothy Braun
Partner
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T +65 6805 4130
E Timothy.Braun@sg.gt.com
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Director
Grant Thornton Singapore
T +65 6805 4110
E Chetan.hans@sg.gt.com

GRANT THORNTON SINGAPORE PTE LTD
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For more information or for any queries, write to us at enquiries@sg.gt.com
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